DIGITAL SOLUTIONS PORTFOLIO

SCMP Digital
SCMP has been headquartered in Hong Kong for over 100 years, with regional oﬀices in China, Singapore and the US. Our goal is to grow a
highly engaged global audience who value independent quality journalism that focuses on the impact of China and Asia on the global stage.
Digital innovation has allowed us to grow our audience more than 10x over the last 4 years. We now reach more than 30 million unique visitors
every month.
We believe in transparency, innovation and quality.
-

Data: SCMP Lighthouse is SEAʼs only 100% first-party data platform with more than 2,000 attributes available for custom
segmentation. The average campaign with Lighthouse data drives a 32% increase in CTR.

-

Identity: We have first-party identifiers for 100% of our targetable audience.

-

Brand safety & Measurement: We believe in investing in proprietary tools, such as SIGNAL, the industry leading AI based platform that
utilizes keywords, context, sentiment and readability to go beyond safety and drive performance by finding brand suitability.

-

Ad experience: We have an uncluttered Ad experience of larger rich media and video Ad formats. Generally in the centre of the reading
pane (in context), that leads to greater stand out and comprehension. Both are critical in building brands successfully as well as driving
a great user experience.

We connect through language

71% of our readers believe SCMP is a
purveyor of truth
Our journalism is the most influential Asian voice in the region.
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International Audiences with local impact

Our global digital audience

30.7M MAU

Our global audience
Global Impressions:

325 million

Ad impressions per month

Video Views:

2.4 billion per year

(116m monetizable views per month)

Average dwell time:

2 mins 51 secs

Pageview per unique viewer:

3.55

Gender: 51% Male : 49% Female.
Age: 32% <30 ; 27% 30-39 ; 28% 40-49 ; 13% 50+

United States

RoW

11.6M MAU 11.2M MAU

Southeast Asia

7.9M MAU
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Our digital audience

Corporate Audience Profile

No. 1

93%

60%

43%

website read by C-Suites3

are involved in international
business3

manage a team at work¹

make investment decisions at work¹

Consumer Audience Profile

No. 1

57%

among readers who
own a watch > US$
20,0003

fly business or first
class3

61%
own real estate >
US$ 1 million3

Source: 1. SCMP Persona Survey May - Jun 2020; 2. SCMP Polls June - September 2020; 3. Global Business Influencers 2021 Hong Kong

No. 1
among readers with a
personal net worth of > US$
3 million3
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We connect through diverse perspectives

SCMP speaks to a global audience with an Asian voice

Conversations
about China in both
regional and global
contexts

We connect with insights

Vendor 1

Asiaʼs first publisher-built brand safety tool. It
measures: Keywords, Context, Sentiment and
Readability. This tool allows your brand to move
beyond basic brand safety into brand suitability.

Vendor 2

Keyword
Blocklist

Meta Data

Maximise
your reach of key audience.
Only appear in

Context

Safe & Appropriate Content

Drive Performance
with engaging content

72%

Sentiment

Suitability

CTR
Increase

When buying Ads in the context of strong sentiment.

100%
Coverage
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We connect with insights

CDP
Browsing Behaviour
Article
CMS

SCMPʼs proprietary privacy-compliant,
first-party data platform.
Leverage SCMPʼs unique first-party data
with known recency, provenance and
quality to discover insights and build
actionable and addressable data sets.

Sentiment
Engagement

Ads

Sociodemographic

Polls

Opinion

Newsletter

Intent
Interest
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Behavioural audience
segment
24 pre-built segments can be accessed
immediately for use across both direct and
programmatic activations.
SCMP audience segments cover a wide variety of core
advertising categories oﬀering you diversity and scale
across all our platforms.

Example:

Parenting

Entertainment

Travel

Fashion

Luxury

Food & Drink

Education

Personal Finance

Finance

Sport

Technology

Digital Technology

Health

Gadgets

Property

Art

China Curious

SMEs

Environmental

Retirement

Auto Intenders
364k total profiles (Hong Kong: 46k)
4.3m monthly impressions (Hong Kong: 543k )

Banking
249k total profiles (Hong Kong: 63.9k)
2.94m monthly impressions (Hong Kong: 7.54m)

Contextual segment
SCMP contextual solutions allow brands to reach audiences at scale and with precision.
These include:
●

Oﬀ the shelf contextual segments based on the 29 IAB tier one categorisations. Available immediately and applicable for all
activation types.

●

Custom keyword targeting we have the ability to create custom segments. Work with us to define the keywords that make up the
segment and weʼll make it available for you to target. This custom approach can be more granular than oﬀ-the-shelf segments and
allows you to be in control of who you reach. (A minimum of 2 weeks is required to get these segments live).

Automotive

Books and
Literature

Business and
Finance

Careers

Education

Events and
Attractions

Family and
Relationships

Fine Art

Food & Drink

Healthy Living

Hobbies &
Interests

Home &
Garden

Medical Health

Movies

Music and
Audio

News and
Politics

Personal
Finance

Pets

Pop Culture

Real Estate

Religion &
Spirituality

Science

Shopping

Sports

Style &
Fashion

Technology &
Computing

Television

Travel

Video Gaming

We connect with insights

Connect with our audience
using Sponsored Polls

Enables brands to quickly drive valuable
data to obtain a quantifiable
measurement of their campaign
eﬀectiveness by demonstrating the path
from awareness and consideration, to
intent and conversion.
Here are the 3 main types of polls:
- Sponsored Polls for Insight
- Sponsored Polls for Targeting
- Brand Lift Polls
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Programmatic
Activation

*Revenue loss improvement from a typical
OMP activation. Based on the The ISBA
recently released a Programmatic Supply
Chain Transparency Study

Flexible Buyer
Control

Take control. Buyers have full control to manage their
campaign, either directly via their buying platform or through
our experienced managers.

100%
Flexibility

Brandsafe &
Quality
Environment

SCMP Signal, our proprietary integrated verification contextual
tool, ensures brand safety and actively helps drive performance
though contextual suitability.

100%
Coverage

Highly
Scalable

Never miss a out on an opportunity. Delivering your campaign
at the highest priority, youʼre able to maximum the reach of
your target audience.

31 mil
MAU

Buying
Eﬀiciency

Reduce media wastage. Direct connections minimise ad fraud
and Ad tech intermediaries. Making sure every dollar drives
your performance.

Up to +49%
eﬀiciency *

Controlled
Delivery

Boost performance. Even and controlled campaign delivery
helps to ensure we maximum your reach and can optimize
your campaign eﬀectively.

100%
Control

Premium
Audience

Get instant access to our first party audience segments via PD & 59 Audience
Segments
PG deals.

Bespoke
Targeting
Solutions

Customizable targeting and measurement options are available
100%
when buying via a PG deal.
Customizable

Programmatic Deals
Transparency
The cornerstone to SPO & building buying
eﬀiciencies.

Optimization
Troubleshoot and optimize campaigns with real-time
data.

Ad Fraud Reduction
Domain spoofing, click bots etc may reduce ROI.

Premium Ad Formats
Access Ad Formats not available in the OMP such as
video.

Performance
Higher quality inventory will drive better results.

Ensure Brand Safety
Leverage SCMP SIGNAL for unparalleled safety and
suitability.

Lighthouse First-party Data
Limit wastage and find high value users with unique
data.

Reduce AdTech Costs
Build operational eﬀiciencies through PD & PG deals.

Reach
Maximise your reach & priority at the top of the Ad
server.

Persistent Identities
Frequency capping, retargeting, brand building

Our Advertising Partners

For Enquiries
Please contact
advertising@scmp.com & programmatic@scmp.com
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